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Getting Comfortable with "Good 
Enough"  

 We have an interesting blog post on Managing Perfectionism in an 

Imperfect World – a topic I struggled with when I was in public 

accounting, and I'm sure many of our readers encounter problems in 

this arena as well. Keep in mind that I worked in the pre-paperless 

world where scanners and electronic document management systems 

did not exist. Our document management system was a file room with 

minimal security. But I had a system, and I taught workshops at my 

accounting firms on how to create stellar tax workpapers.  
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 The Case for Mandatory Partner Retirement  

 

  

Almost every firm I work with has a succession issue in the near 

term. Baby boomers are retiring at an accelerating rate, and firms 

are coping (or not) with the transition issues surrounding those 

exits.  

   
 

 Be the Client You Would Like to Have  

 

  

The topic of customer service seems to be trending on the Internet 

at the moment, specifically the lack of it and how some companies 

are failing customers by treating them with little to no respect.  

   
 

 When "Good Enough" Really Is Good Enough 
– Managing Perfectionism in an Imperfect 
World  

 

  

How many times has this happened? You're working on a report. 

You polished the visuals, showing the insights in elegant detail. You 

reworked some tables to be more concise, and it's almost perfect! 

It's also a week late.  

   
 

 

 

 

 Today's workplace 

fitness exercise focuses 

on the calf muscles. 

Read more  

 

Put together your own 

office fitness routine by 

reviewing the exercises 

in our Workplace 

Fitness Library. 

Visit library  
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